The hotel safes – series TREND LINE 25 – combine safety and optimal user-friendliness. The safes are suitable for storing laptops and tablets. In the special version with power outlet - mobile devices can be charged inside the safe.

**Product details of TREND LINE**

- new model with flat design panel
- insertion protected door with 2 solid steel bolts
- user-friendly keypad with 4 or 6-digit code capability
- “code to close” technology
- adjustable management master code
- easy battery access to help reduce operational issues
- including hidden mechanical emergency cylinder
- battery life time minimal 3-4 years (4 pcs. AA)
- read-out last 100 openings
- 4 fixing points

**Technical data**

PRODUCT · C-698-TL25NE
MODEL · TREND LINE
DIMENSIONS (HxWxD) · 250 x 350 x 250mm
WEIGHT · 6,5 kg
LAPTOP MODEL · NE

**Options – on demand**

- power outlet and USB port inside
- lighting inside
- fixed power supply instead of batteries
- other dimensions
- mobile printer for printing data openings
- ask for the conditions and delivery times

www.hotelovetrezory.cz